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Crime against humanity 
 

AGAIN, NO HUMAN RIGHTS IN GERMANY 
 

Maltreatment by German government / politicians / officials / justice 
 

Ordered, accepted, carried out, tolerated by: 
 

GERMAN CHANCELLOR Angela Merkel (CDU) 
THE FEDERAL MINISTER OF LABOUR & SOCIAL Miss Ursula von der Leyen (CDU) 

EVANGELICAL CHURCH Germany president Nikolaus Schneider  
and bishop Ulrich Fischer 

Bundesagentur fuer Arbeit (German employment office) - CEO Weise (CDU), Alt, Beck 
Local employment office (AA Freiburg) CEO Miss Bärbel Höltzen-Schoh 

Minister-President of Baden-Wuerttemberg - Winfried Kretschmann (GREEN) 
predecessors Stefan Mappus (CDU) and Guenther Oettinger (CDU, EU commissary) 

Social affairs minister of Baden-Wuerttemberg Miss Katrin Altpeter (SPD)  
predecessor Miss Monika Stolz (CDU)  

President of German Regional Council - Julian Wuertenberger (CDU) 
RD Manfred Hettich, RD Günther Menzemer 

District Administrator – Miss Dorothea Stoerr-Ritter (CDU) 
Social department head Eva-Maria Münzer, staff Miss Richter, etc. 

Mayor of village March - Josef Huegele (CDU) 
Miss Agnes Chrobok (social department), Miss Nicole Quennet 

ARGE BREISGAU-HOCHSCHWARZWALD managing director Miss Dagmar Manser 
predecessor Peter Wiessemer, sponsible person Miss Kathrin Celmeta, colleagues Mattes, 

Steinhauser, Wehrle, Waller, Lops, Jogerst, Gruppenführer Schmid, Huber, Jackl 
SOCIAL WELFARE COURT (Freiburg) Präsident Winfried Stephan 

SOCIAL COUR of STATE BADEN-Wuerttemberg President Miss Heike Haseloff-Grupp 
DISTRICT COURT (Freiburg) President Thomas Kummle 

ALL COMMISSIONER FOR HANDICAPED in GERMANY and countries 
Commissioner of Germany Hubert Hüppe (CDU) 

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION AGENCY of GERMANY director Miss Christine Lueders 
 ALL MEMBERS OF GERMAN PARLIAMENT and state parliament of Baden-Württemberg, 

representative local member Gernot Erler (SPD), Peter Weiss (CDU, President Maximilian 
Kolbe Werk), Miss Kerstin Andreae (Green), BW Miss Bärbl Mielich (Green, party 

commissioner for handicapped people), Miss Edith Sitzmann (Green) 
COURT-APPOINTED EXPERT Miss B. Brauns (ordered by district court of Freiburg) 

 Social association of Germany (SoVD) Berlin President Adolf Bauer 
local welfare centre 

…and all involved, informed people  
(list extending) 

 

NO ONE CAN AND MUST SAY: 
I KNEW NOTHING OF THIS! 

Crime against humanity 
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Crime 
 

against 
 

humanity 
 
 

International Criminal Court 
In 2002, the International Criminal Court (ICC) was 

established in The Hague (Netherlands) and the Rome 
Statute provides for the ICC to have jurisdiction over 

genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. The 
definition of what is a "crime against humanity" for ICC 

proceedings has significantly broadened from its original legal 
definition or that used by the UN,[16] and Article 7 of the 

treaty stated that: 
 

For the purpose of this Statute, "crime against humanity" 
means any of the following acts when committed as part of a 
widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian 

population, with knowledge of the attack: 

 

Maltreatment by German government –  
politicians – bureaucracy – justice 

versus 

 
Bruno Schillinger 

(early protest for work and truth) 
Bruno Schillinger is IT expert, since 1981, worked 1998/99 in UK speech recognition CSE, 

April 2005 another contract ended and he got a new position (permanent, full-time, test 
passed with flying colours, Aug. 2005, in UK) he was ready for relocation, but the German 

politician (party CDU) and other official took influence and blocked this and following 
positions. Not even an answer or hint for necessary relocation. We found this reason: 1st. 

credit for relocation was normal for other person 2nd. the politician isn't interested that 
Bruno earn money and so has a possibility to solve the dubious death of his father and 
secret doings of this politician 3rd  Offices aren't interested to solve all, find a common 

solution, ignored all offered dialogues and enlarged problem 
Bruno is active in 'Democracy NOW - Be Involved!' 

(other reason for mistreatment?) 
Murder Ø Denial of food, diabetes treatment, emergency assistance = send in a life-threatening 

situation = kidney damage in the 2nd stage (GFR 71) = 5th dialysis, transplantation, 
death 

Ø Denial medical treatment for skin disease (daylight = skin burn = cancer) 
Ø Further denial of medication, food 

Extermination Above – common with social system 
Enslavement Forced to 1€job despite a history of skin disease (daylight = skin burns, cancer) and in a 

dusty environment (furniture) with known lung problems 
Deportation or forcible transfer of population Attempted forced relocation without over declaration of actual costs, or information to, had 
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to leave the flat after 20 years (new flat could be a bit cheaper but extras were tripled)  
Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in 
violation of fundamental rules of international law 

Ø Dark days of detention by refusing medical treatment to allow daylight (daylight 
protection allows a maximum of 30 minutes of daylight)  

Ø solitary confinement - by switching off your phone, electricity 
Ø Illegal arrest, deportation, suspension of the diabetic by police officials on behalf 

of a politician (CDU) - still not solved 
Torture Ø Denial of food, drugs, diabetic treatment included diabetes control strip……. 

Ø mistreatment and discrimination of the handicapped 
Ø forced skin burns = skin cancer 
Ø low/no heat in winter 

Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced 
pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual 
violence of comparable gravity 

In other places there were suggestions in the red light area with the threat of sanctions by 
employment office 

Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on 
political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as 
defined in paragraph 3, or other grounds that are universally 
recognized as impermissible under international law, in 
connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any 
crime within the jurisdiction of the Court 

1st as a disabled person – official ignore present medical attestations  
2nd as a member of the group of needy 
3rd. all in need, from basic security Hartz IV 
4th all non-members of the master race (politics / bureaucracy) are exposed to 
persecution 
5th denial of each support (money, food, energy, rent) for pregnant women 
6th some starved meanwhile in Germany without any support 

The crime of apartheid The new social system in Germany named Hartz IV (ALGII) / basic security is racist - an 
entire population is marginalized and excluded from participation in society 

Enforced disappearance of persons Ø Aug. 17th. 2011 Retrying the disenfranchisement 'to the social court has its peace' 
(Quote approximate reviewer) finally held to afford relief (food, medical care) 

Ø Attempted disenfranchisement, forced service on behalf of the job centre consortium 
(ARGE Breisgau-Hochschwarzwald (near Black Forest)), when Bruno was immediately 
continue to clarify the machinations against him, like refusal of information to start 
working or social act and more 

Ø Illegal arrest, deportation, suspension of the diabetic by police officials on behalf 
of a CDU politician (working in job centre - still not solved 

Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally 
causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental 
or physical health 

Ø severe skin burns / skin cancer - managing director of ARGE consortium caused kidney 
damage. Refusal of daylight treatment forced  to living in a darkened living room 

Ø refusal of food  
Ø refusal of diabetes treatment – long term value get worst…. 
Ø refusal of kidney damage and eye injury treatment 
Ø refusal of medical treatment as common 
Ø refusal of support and expert advice (like German social law) 
Ø mistreatment and discrimination of the handicapped 
Ø officials ignore present medical attestations 
Ø Psychological Terror, not enough food, medicine, no answers, no information…….. 
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Additional items not part of 'crimes against human rights' • Refusal German basic law: Human dignity shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it 
shall be the duty of all state authority. - The German people therefore acknowledge 
inviolable and inalienable human rights as the basis of every community of peace and of 
justice in the world.  

• Refusal human rights:  Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law. - No one shall 
be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

• Refusal UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: States Parties 
recognize that persons with disabilities have the right to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of health without discrimination on the basis of disability. - Prevent 
discriminatory denial of health care or health services or food and fluids on the basis of 
disability. 
Ø Refusal of basic law of state Baden-Wuerttemberg Minister-President of Baden-

Wuerttemberg - Winfried Kretschmann (GREEN) Social affairs minister of Baden-
Wuerttemberg - Katrin Altpeter (SPD) No one shall be discriminated against 
because of his disability. 

Ø Refusal of Judgments of the Federal Constitutional Court 
• Refusal other laws 
• Refusal Judgement of the Federal Constitutional Court 
• Refusal and ignoring  each proposal for conversation to solve these problems 
• German bureaucracy was lying to German parliament and the members accepted 

this, seems normal 
• District office was informed 'no food, no medical treatment, diabetic', asked for help, 

send an employee and wrote later 'not our area, we hadn't no request for help' and 
politicians, colleagues did accept this lame excuse 

• Refusal to communicate, promised call backs, and all know that they have to phone – 
certainly electronic reader was requested not be edited - Application for insurance was 
rejected because the consortium (ARGE) was causing and reader was applied there 

 
 

Final question: are the dark, murdering times back in Germany? Is Final Solution German standard again? 

 
(BG number of bruno) 

We have to say YES! How you name a person who refuse humans food, diabetic medical treatment? Murderer?! 
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Dear Friends    
 

Thank you for reading this cry for life and human rights. The problem is that German offices and 
politicians aren't interested to investigate this unbelievable case and prefer the death of Bruno as 
final solution.  
They avoid and refuse any conversation and don't verify the information given by colleagues. 
Bruno could proof that e.g. one office was lying to German parliament. No official will start an 
investigation or exactly do his normal work. Colleagues first, above law and other people! 
Basic problem seems that Bruno was seeking to solve the death of his father. The caretaker 
didn't inform the family that he is in hospital and dying, but he had time to take 30.000 Pound 
from his account in cash. The caretaker organized anonymous funeral, cremation and informed 
family when it happened. Certainly a bunch of question, but no answer. Bruno found interesting 
things, including that carer used a void mandate. In this moment, problems with officials started. 
Guess, who gave order for illegal arrest of Bruno? Guess, in which official area caretaker is 
working? We say again: colleagues first! Besides the disenfranchisement was started as Bruno 
got information that social court did not accept Judgement of the Federal Constitutional Court. 
Bruno like the behaviour: 'Problem? Fixed!', is looking forward relocation and dislike the common 
way 'Problem? Not my mission, go to colleague, you are disturbing'. Bruno stay as long as 
possible in Germany and solve this problem like all other. It is shaming and non-professional that 
no one of political or official leaders/staff will phone to Bruno and ignore all problems. Bruno has 
often offered conversation to solve all, was ignored and officials wait for Final Solution.  
 

Bruno has three dreams:  
1st food, medicine, medical treatment, diabetic control, daylight protection to leave his darkened 
room, find an engaged lawyer for European court of human rights and survive  
2nd work  
3rd truth to all wheeling and dealing since death of his father until today and justice. 
 

We fear asylum is necessary. Even 6 of the 621 members of German parliament said YES to 
German basic law and human rights*.  
 

Will you support Bruno, send a letter, fax or @mail to politicians/officials (list below) 
 

Stop mistreatment of Bruno Schillinger! –Stop Final Solution! GRANT HUMAN RIGHTS! 
 

Other support welcome! Everything is helpful, every little helps! 
 

Sincerely        I thank for your support   
 
 
Supporters And Friends Of Bruno Schillinger* and Bruno Schillinger (human being)  
 

Support address and contact data 
Bruno Schillinger & SAFOB * Bachstrasse 1 * 79232 March/Germany * ph 0049-7665-930450 * 
fax 0049-7665-930451 * @mail bruno.schillinger@hotmail.com and safob@live.de (cc/bcc 
please) * http://5jahrehartz4.wordpress.com (in German) 
 

SAFOB (Supporter And Friends Of Bruno) is located in Europe 
 
*http://brunosliste.wordpress.com even 6 (six) of 621 members of German parliament accepted German 
basic law and human rights 
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responsible, involved, 
informed German 

politicians and officials 
 
CDU = Christian Democratic Union 
SPD = Social democratic Party of Germany 
Gruene = Green party 
 
German chancellor and 
Chairwoman of Christian 
Democratic Union Party (CDU) 
Mrs. Dr. Angela Merkel  
Bundeskanzleramt  
Willy-Brandt-Strasse 1 
10557 Berlin 
ph. 0049-30-4000-0 
fax 0049-30-18 400 23 57  
internetpost@bundeskanzlerin.de 
www.bundeskanzlerin.de  
www.cdu.de 
 

Federal minister of Labour and 
Social Affairs 
Mrs. Dr. Ursula von der Leyen 
(CDU) 
Wilhelmstrasse 49 
10117 Berlin 
ph.. 0049-3018 527-0 
fax: 0049-3018 527-1830 
info@bmas.bund.de   
www.bmas.de   
 

Minister-President of Baden-
Wuerttemberg  
Mr. Winfried Kretschmann 
(GREEN) and predecessors 
Mappus/Oettinger (both CDU) 
Staatsministerium Baden-
Wuerttemberg  
Richard-Wagner-Strasse 15  
70184 Stuttgart  
ph. 0049-711–2153-0  
fax: 0049-711–2153340 
 

Social affairs minister of 
Baden-Wuerttemberg  
Katrin Altpeter (SPD) and 
predecessor Monika Stolz (CDU) 
Schellingstrasse 15 
70174 Stuttgart 
ph: 0049-711-123-0  
fax: 0049-711-123-3999 
Poststelle@sm.bwl.de – 
http://smbw.baden-
wuerttemberg.de/  
 

President of German Regional 
Council  
Julian Wuertenberger (CDU) 
controlling authority of district 
administration office of Breisgau-
Hochschwarzwald (Dorothea 
Stoerr-Ritter (CDU)) 
Regierungspraesidium Freiburg 
Bissierstr. 7 
79114 Freiburg im Breisgau 
ph. 0049-761-208-0  
fax 0049-761 - 208-394200 and 
secretary 0049-761-208-1006 
poststelle@rpf.bwl.de  
www.rp.baden-wuerttemberg.de 
 

District administration office of 
Breisgau-Hochschwarzwald 
Landratsamt Breisgau-
Hochschwarzwald 
District Administrator 
Dorothea Stoerr-Ritter (CDU) 
Head of department Mrs. Eva-
Maria Muenzer 
Stadtstr. 2, 79104 Freiburg im 
Breisgau,  
ph. 0049-761-2187-0  
fax 0761-2187-9999 and 
secretary 0049-761-2187-78001  
http://www.breisgau-
hochschwarzwald.de  
poststelle@lkbh.de 
 

Municipality March 
Mayor of village March Josef 
Huegele (CDU) 
Am Felsenkeller 2, 79232 March  
ph 0049-7665-422-9000 fax  
0049-7665-4229099 
http://www.march.de 
gemeinde@march.de 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

other parties – asked for 
support and help:: 
 
Vice Chancellor, Economy 
Minister and 
Chairman of Free Democratic 
Party (FDP) German Liberals 
Mr. Philip Roesler 
Thomas Dehler Haus  
Reinhardtstrasse 14 
10117 Berlin 
ph. 0049 - 30 - 28 49 58 0 
fax 0049 - 30 - 28 48 58 22 
www.fdp.de 
 

Chairman of the German Social 
Democratic Party (SPD)  
Mr. Sigmar Gabriel 
Willy-Brandt-Haus 
Wilhelmstrasse 141 
10963 Berlin 
ph. 0049–30– 25991-0 
fax 0049–30– 25991-293 
parteivorstand@spd.de 
www.spd.de 
 

BUENDNIS 90/DIE GRUENEN 
(Alliance 90/GREEN PARTY) 
Chairwoman Mrs. Claudia Roth 
Chariman Mr. Cem Oezdemir 
Platz vor dem Neuen Tor 1   
10115 Berlin 
ph. 0049–30–28442-0 
fax. 0049–30–28442-210 
info@gruene.de 
 www.gruene.de 
 

DIE LINKE (The Left party) 
Chairwoman Mrs. Gesine 
Loetsch 
Chairman Mr. Klaus Ernst 
Karl-Liebknecht-Haus 
Kleine Alexanderstrasse 28 
10178 Berlin 
ph. 0049 – 30–24009-0 
fax: 0049–30–24110-46 
parteivorstand@die-linke.de  
www.die-linke.de 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

All members of German 
parliament/Deutscher 
Bundestag and all members of 
state parliament/Landtag of 
Baden-Wuerttemberg  

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Certainly we pleased some 
other person and organisation 
for support – all were very 
interested until they got 
information  
'Bruno is on our black list' 
 and they disappeared, without 
any support, food, ……  
or even the promised call back. 
 

So it seems, Bruno is either 
convicted to death by the 
Christian Democratic Union 
Party (CDU) to shelter their 
own member or is Bruno 
meanwhile a political prisoner 
in Germany? 


